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Abstract
Technology transfer (or sharing) is a common way to share external sources. There have been many studies on the
relationship of self-R&D and technology transfer regarding its theoretical background and its efficiency. This present
research has been developed by examining how a concrete measure of a company or a firm’s real performance (increased
sales ratio; growth rate) is related to the variables of resources and capabilities using the resource-based theory and
open innovation model. The approach of this research is unique in that it examines a sample comprising of licensing-in
and technological cooperation variables, categorizes forms according to industry, and looks at such unique variables as
a “process” (the ratio of CEO’s and related-person’s stocks). The data on 361 Korean firms was gathered from Korea’s
Data Analysis, Retrieval, and Transfer System and Worldwide Intellectual Property Search. Findings show that human,
technology, and fixed assets are related positively to financial performance, and searching, absorbing, and openness
capabilities as a control effect is related positively to a firm’s increased sales ratio. Strategic plans for technology transfer
companies are also included in this research.
Keywords: R&D outsourcing; technology transfer; resource-based theory; open innovation; performance.
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Introduction
In this rapidly changing global economy, technological innovation has become more important due to technology
trajectory, short product life cycle, and globalization. For
business firms, acquiring innovative technologies can be a
source of a firm’s long term success. Technology strategy
has become one of the most significant factors for a firm
to consider when making a business decision.
There are two ways to obtain technology to increase a
firm’s competitiveness: self-R&D and technology transfer. For firms with sufficient technological capabilities and
finances, self-R&D strategy is a good option in creating
their own innovations such as patents and processes.
However, it is time consuming, expensive, and risky as
it is impossible to take back the efforts in case of failure.
Twiss (1974) defines technology import as the act of buying other companies’ R&D results for its profits and advantages. Reasons for acquiring technology from others
include: the need for target technology, it is an easier way
to enter a specific market compared to self-R&D or imitation, the reduction of R&D periods, and the use of patents with no risk. However, there are several disadvantages of technology import such as unknown cash flows for
its future high costs, high consulting fees for training, and
limitations of contract articles. Nevertheless, technology
transfer is an alternative way to improve and adopt technologies from others; it can also build up the company’s
own technological abilities.
R&D and technology transfer are viewed to have one of
two contrasting types of relationships. The conventional
view is that they have a substitute relationship. If a firm’s
budget for technology is already set, increasing technology import means decreasing self-R&D. The more a firm is
dependent on import technology, the less effort it makes
to enhance its own technological ability. Basant and Fikkert
(1996), Lee (1996), and Chuang and Lin (1999) have examined this substitute relationship empirically. Also, Evenson and Deolaikar (1989) claim that the government of
India should decrease technology import from other advanced countries for the development of India’s own technological abilities based on this substitute relationship.

The other type of relationship is a complementary relationship, which means that technology transfer will accelerate self-R&D ability. Odagiri (1983) and Braga and Wilmore (1991) claim technology import can stimulate the
increasing of a firm’s own technology capabilities. From
this viewpoint, imported technologies can be a catalyst
for research and development activities. Even if the source of technology accumulation is derived from technology import, self-R&D activity is essential in improving and
reforming it. An efficient way to distribute technology
transfer and self-R&D activities is to upgrade the firm’s
value. Many empirical studies have examined how technology transfer influences investment of self-R&D expenditure. Most of these studies show that a complementary
relationship does exist between technology transfer and
self-R&D, confirming that there is a positive effect (Odagiri, 1983; Braga and Wilmore, 1991; Deolalikar and Evenson, 1993; Zaho, 1995; Hu et al., 2005).
This present study primarily focuses on the complementary relationship between technology transfer and selfR&D. Previous research studies have been interested in
the relationship between technology transfer and R&D;
however, it has been rare that the concept has been examined using a numerical dataset representing market
performance, especially of resources and capabilities of
companies using technology transfer, and resource-based
theory. Moreover, this present research also applies the
open innovation model to measure a firm’s opening capability. The main purpose of this study is to find what kinds
of abilities and capabilities can affect a firm’s value.
This research employs data from the surveys provided
by Korea Exchange and the Data Analysis, Retrieval, and
Transfer System (a national database), using a sample of
215 enterprises in South Korea’s mechanical, consumer,
pharmaceutical, chemical, and IT & semiconductor industries. This study explores firms’ resources as a human
resource, technology resource, fixed-asset resource, and
governance structure (process) resource, as well as their
capabilities as a searching capability, absorbing capability,
and opening capability. The used method of analysis is the
multiple regression model, where the dependent variable,
financial performance (increased sales ratio), is a function
of the moderating technology resource of the firm’s innovative strategy.
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2. Theoretical Backgrounds
2.1 Technology Transfer

Technology transfer is often referred to as a licensing, technological cooperation. Technology transfer is not only
a simple way of trading technology, but it can also be a
useful information source. Through technology transfer,
a company can figure out its industry’s market share and
current status of technology development.
There are many definitions of technology transfer by various researchers. Foster (1971) refers to two different
ways of technology transfer. Horizontal technology transfer is the transfer of technological knowledge or innovation between projects, organizations, industries, and
nations. Vertical technology transfer is the transfer of technological knowledge or innovation, from basic to advanced research, for development through to commercialization. Camp and Sexton (1992) define technology transfer
as the route of technological knowledge, ideas, and research results from the initial conceiving organization to
the user organization, which focuses on licensing-in and
technological cooperation. Both approaches to technology transfer involve acquiring innovation from an outside
source as well as the sharing of technological knowledge
for their products or processes. Therefore, Camp and
Sexton’s definition of technology transfer is based upon
Foster’s definition of horizontal technology transfer.

sing-in has many positive effects. It can be advantageous
for decreasing expenditure of intellectual property management. If a firm does not have a basic patent, licensingin can be a great way to obtain a technology and avoid
patent trouble with the basic patent owner. It can also
be beneficial to build a good relationship with the patent
providing company as a strategic partner. The main reasons for licensing-in by a firm are to enhance technology,
solve patent problems, and/or start a new business for
the regional market.
If a company has a competitive technology, then it can be
another source of sales. Licensing-out is common way to
sell a one’s own technology to other firms. It is also good
for strategic alliance, cross licensing, and entry to another
market. Technology unused by one firm may be useful
to another firm; therefore, licensing-out can be a source
of income. Licensing-out strategy can create new business relationships with other companies, and the initial
payment and royalty will increase a firm’s income. Sometimes, licensing-out firms provide their technologies to
universities for free in order to support the universities’
R&D activities and to facilitate cooperation with them.
2.1.2 Technological cooperation

Technology transfer has three different types of technology cooperation. If a technology or innovation is acquired from an outside source, it is referred to as licensingin. Conversely, the selling or giving away technological
knowledge to other companies is referred to as licensingout. Technology cooperation is not just a one-way but
rather a bi-directional technology transfer. The three types of technology cooperation include cooperative R&D,
alliance, and joint-venture.

Strategic alliance is defined as an exchange of resources,
co-ownership, and active cooperative relationship between related companies. There are connected by different kinds of capital, technology, and various resources
(Gulati & Singh, 1998). The motive for strategic alliance
is to affect the economics of scale and scope through coR&D, co-manufacturing, and co-purchasing. Sharing complementary resources and capabilities between companies
increases productivity, market power, and learning effect.
Many companies nowadays use strategic alliance for these
various purposes (Gulati & Singh, 1998; Hagedoorn, 1993;
Powell, 1996; Stuart, 2000).

2.1.1 Licensing-in & licensing-out

2.1.3 Previous studies

Licensing-in is the acquiring of rights to other company’s
intellectual property. After a research result, such as a
patent, is transferred to another company by a licensing
contract, this acquired technology becomes a product
and then commercialized (Parker and Zilberman, 1993;
Parker et al., 1998; Thursby and Thursby, 2000). Licen-

Dunning’s eclectic theory (1977, 1979) explains how to
enter the global market by outlining three categories of
advantages for a successful entry into the global market:
ownership advantage, internalization advantage, and
locational advantage. Ownership advantage, or firm specific
advantage, allows a firm to overcome its disadvantage in
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the global market. If a firm has internalization advantage,
it will keep the technology rather than selling it to another
firm. Locational advantage gives power to a specific foreign
location more than to the domestic location. If a firm
has all three advantages, then they will invest in another
country directly. If a firm only has firm specific advantage,
it will choose to do indirect licensing. However, if a firm
has firm specific advantage and internalization advantage,
then they will only export technologies.
According to Dunning’s classification, firm-specific
advantage is an important factor in licensing. This present
research will focus on firm-specific advantage for empirical
analysis. Firm specific advantage mainly involves an intangible
asset not owned by other firms. The characteristics of
technology innovation, level of product differentiation,
economy of product scale, technology intensity of products
and process, input factor, and advantages to the market
are all factors of firm-specific advantage (Euh, 1996).
Global companies have interest in transferring their
technologies to developing countries. It can be the first
step in creating a new source benefit and profit for the
developing countries. Mottner and Johnson (2000) have
studied why global companies choose licensing over
direct investment, and the risk of licensing. Also, Tihanyi
and Roath (2002) claim that providing an institutional
environment related technology for developing countries
is important.
Reddy & Zhao (1990) refer to the factors of effective
technology transfer, experiences between contractors,
a competitive technological level of provider, efforts,
supports, and organization of provider, the ability of
absorbing technology and level of technology of innovator
(this research will refer to the party receiving the
technology as innovator hereinafter), characteristics of
innovator, and the different types of technology transfer,
licensing-in/-out and capital investment. It includes
the relationship between provider and innovator, and
technology training agreement. Cobb (1992) advises to
get rid of resistance factors, organizational and legal,
and regulations for successful technology transfer and to
continue dynamic efforts between provider and innovator.
He also suggests making an office of technology transfer
and to have a lawyer available to the office of technology
transfer staff.
Selecting a partner is a very important issue for strategic
alliance. Many studies that have examined a partner’s

characteristics of strategic alliance claim that selecting a
partner is very difficult, yet it is the key to success for
alliance (Hitt, 1995; Hitt, 2000). There are two different
approaches in selecting a partner. The first approach,
the resource-based approach, entails determining what
resources encompass a firm’s capability, and the second
approach involves the learning effect. The main criterion
of selecting a partner based upon the resource-based
approach is to determine the resource characteristics of
firms and needs of new resources. Additionally, the main
reason for the strategic alliance is resource characteristics
of partner firms (Dussauge, 2000; Hitt, 1995; Kogut.
1988). This present research is different from the previous
studies in that it focuses on the characteristics of the
innovator and not on the provider.
Dyer (1998) and Stuart (1988) have studied the relationship
characteristics between alliance partners, including the
effects of the relative position and reputation of each
partner firm, the strategic similarity of the firms, and
their former relationship. Technology transfer strategy
is constituted in three ways: licensing-in, licensing-out,
and technological cooperation. This present research
examines a firm’s performance by external innovation.
Therefore, because a firm gains financial profit from
licensing-out from the contract deposit and licensing
royalty, this present study will only examine licensing-in
and technological cooperation strategies.
2.2 Resource-Based View
Resource-based theory suggests that firm resources
and capabilities influence the growth and performance
of the firm (Penrose, 1959; Barney, 1991; Mahoney and
Pandian, 1992). The firm is defined as a set of productive
resources and administrative organization (Penrose,
1959). Distinctive resources and capabilities make a firm
competitive and robust.
The main question concerning the resource-based theory
when it was first introduced was what characteristics of
resources can generate sustained competitive advantages.
Another question is why firms perform differently even
in the same industry. There are four indicators of firm
resources necessary to achieve sustained competitive advantage as suggested by Barney (1991).
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Valuable resources - Firm resources can be a source of
competitive advantage when it is valuable. Resources
are valuable when it is able to carry out the strategies
to improve the firm’s competence and performance. For
example, if resources have the effect of reducing a firm’s
costs or increasing its revenues, those resources can be
regarded as valuable resources.

While the resource-based theory has been accepted as
a ‘theory’ by some scholars (e.g. Conner, 1991; Grant,
1991; Conner and Prahalad, 1996), it is still usually considered to be a ‘view’. It is perhaps because the resourcebased theory has not answered the two questions that
are believed to be requisites to be a theory of the firm.
The questions are: “Why do firms exist?” and “How is
the boundary of the firm determined?” Priem and Butler
(2001) argue that the resource-based “view” does not explain the key issues that should be addressed.

Rare resources - Firm resources possessed by many competing or potentially competing firms cannot be sources
of competitive advantage. A firm may have a competitive
advantage when it is carrying out a valuable strategy not
concurrently implemented by other firms.

While Priem and Butler’s (2001) argument claims that a
theory of the firm should clearly explain the issues of firm
existence and firm boundary decisions, Mahoney (2001)
argues that even when a theory of the firm does not explain the existence of the firm, if it shows why the firm
exist, it can be a theory of the firm. Mahoney (2001) considers the resource-based theory as a theory of the existence of the firm.

Inimitable resources - Valuable and rare resources can
be sources of maintained competitive advantage if other
firms cannot easily get these resources. Several factors,
such as a firm’s history, implicit knowledge, and interconnection among resources, may increase inimitability of
resources.

Indeed, scholars who agree with the knowledge-based
view of the firm argue that the existence of the firm can
be explained by using resource-based perspectives, even
without the assumption of opportunism (Connor, 1991;
Kogut and Zander, 1992; Grant, 1996). According to this
view, the firm exists because the cost of knowledge transfer within the firm is lower than in the market. Teece
(1977) is probably the first scholar who raised the issue of
the cost of knowledge transfer. In his study on technology
transfer by multinational firms, Teece (1977) has found
several factors, such as transferee’s experience and the
capability knowledge, affect the cost of knowledge transfer. His finding is important because he empirically shows
that knowledge transfer is not costless, as Arrow (1969)
suggests. This idea about the cost difference in knowledge
transfer is used to explain the existence of the firm. Conner (1991) argues that the firm exists because of the firm
has advantages over market contracts in the efficiency of
knowledge transplantation.

Non-substitutable resources - Firm resources that do not
have strategically same resources are considered to be
nonsubstitutable resources. If other firms have the same
resources, the firms can carry out the same strategies
in different ways using different resources. A firm may
obtain sustained competitive advantage when other firms
may not have the same competitive advantage using different resources.
Using these basic concepts of firm resources, empirical
studies have examined resource-based theory in various
contexts. There have been several research studies on technology transfer related to the resource-based theory,
but there are not enough empirical studies on adjusting
resources, as well as capabilities, for measuring firm performance since technological contracts are usually confidential. Thus, technology transfer information is hard to
obtain from the market. This study uses the resourcebased theory for measuring firm performance. Figure 1
shows the concept of this research.

Resource

Performance

Capability

!
Figure 1. Concept of this research

The effect of technological resources to a firm’s value
can be explained in two ways. First, as a direct effect,
it affects a firm’s value directly by technological resources as a means of advantages. This effect is called direct
assets effects as well as efficiency effect. According to
direct effect, if the firm has more valuable technological
resources, then its competitiveness will increase. Second,
as an indirect effect, it will indirectly affect firm’s competitiveness and efficiency. Indirect effect is a mixture effect
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by two strategies, low cost strategy and differentiation
strategy. Low cost strategy can be adopted by a productive process using competitive technological resources,
whereas differentiation strategy makes a firm’s ability by
product innovation of manufacturing development (Meta
et al., 1995; Spanos and Lioukas, 2001).
While the resource-based theory has been accepted as
a ‘theory’ by some scholars (e.g. Conner, 1991; Grant,
1991; Conner and Prahalad, 1996), it is still usually considered to be a ‘view’. It is perhaps because the resourcebased theory has not answered the two questions that
are believed to be requisites to be a theory of the firm.
The questions are: “Why do firms exist?” and “How is
the boundary of the firm determined?” Priem and Butler
(2001) argue that the resource-based “view” does not explain the key issues that should be addressed.
While Priem and Butler’s (2001) argument claims that a
theory of the firm should clearly explain the issues of firm
existence and firm boundary decisions, Mahoney (2001)
argues that even when a theory of the firm does not explain the existence of the firm, if it shows why the firm
exist, it can be a theory of the firm. Mahoney (2001) considers the resource-based theory as a theory of the existence of the firm.
Indeed, scholars who agree with the knowledge-based
view of the firm argue that the existence of the firm can
be explained by using resource-based perspectives, even
without the assumption of opportunism (Connor, 1991;
Kogut and Zander, 1992; Grant, 1996). According to this
view, the firm exists because the cost of knowledge transfer within the firm is lower than in the market. Teece
(1977) is probably the first scholar who raised the issue of
the cost of knowledge transfer. In his study on technology
transfer by multinational firms, Teece (1977) has found
several factors, such as transferee’s experience and the
capability knowledge, affect the cost of knowledge transfer. His finding is important because he empirically shows
that knowledge transfer is not costless, as Arrow (1969)
suggests. This idea about the cost difference in knowledge
transfer is used to explain the existence of the firm. Conner (1991) argues that the firm exists because of the firm
has advantages over market contracts in the efficiency of
knowledge transplantation.
The effect of technological resources to a firm’s value
can be explained in two ways. First, as a direct effect,

it affects a firm’s value directly by technological resources as a means of advantages. This effect is called direct
assets effects as well as efficiency effect. According to
direct effect, if the firm has more valuable technological
resources, then its competitiveness will increase. Second,
as an indirect effect, it will indirectly affect firm’s competitiveness and efficiency. Indirect effect is a mixture effect
by two strategies, low cost strategy and differentiation
strategy. Low cost strategy can be adopted by a productive process using competitive technological resources,
whereas differentiation strategy makes a firm’s ability by
product innovation of manufacturing development (Meta
et al., 1995; Spanos and Lioukas, 2001).
2.3 Open Innovation Model
Chesbrough suggests that there is a strong movement
among many of today’s firms toward an “open innovation” model, which refers to the use of external sources
and actors to achieve innovation (Chesbrough, 2003). At
the same time, many empirical studies have proven that
internal search efforts can significantly influence innovative performance (Katila, 2002; Katila and Ahuja, 2002).
In this present study, the open innovation concept is included in the capabilities category. Companies that have
more openness tendency will acquire more innovations
from outside sources. In addition, those companies will
outsource their own R&D that is not a core technology
of the firm. The searching and opening capabilities are
adopted into the open innovation model concept.
An example of an open innovation strategy can be seen in
the research and development model of Proctor & Gamble. To ensure its R&D effectiveness, Proctor & Gamble
has used a “connect and develop” (C&D) model, which is
a strategy of exploiting external ideas and actors. Sakkab
finds this C&D model more effective than an internally focused R&D strategy (Sakkab, 2002; John & Peter, 2003).
The role that networks and linkages play in innovation
involves a popular subject of research. Many studies show
that today’s innovators are employ an innovative system
where they rely on interactions with users, suppliers, and
wide range of institutions (Hippel, 1988; Lundvall, 1992;
Brown and Eisenhardt, 1995; Szulanski, 1996). In other
words, today’s innovators rarely innovate alone. They
tend to work together in teams or unions based on trust
built in communities of practice, and are embedded in a
solid network of interactions (Scott and Brown, 1999;
Brown and Duguid, 2000).
As a recent example of research regarding the interactive,
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distributive, and open nature of innovation, this present
research considers Chesbrough’s proposed “open innovation” model (Chesbrough, 2003; Chesbrough, 2003).
He suggests that the advantages firms gain from internal
R&D expenditure have declined, and that, accordingly,
many innovative firms now spend little on R&D and yet
are able to successfully innovate by drawing on worldwide knowledge and expertise; such firms also commercialize external ideas by deploying outside pathways to
the market (Chesbrough, 2003). Many empirical studies
have commented on the effectiveness and adoption of the
open innovation model (Vrande, et al., 2006; West and
Gallagher, 2006).
The focus on openness and interaction in innovation studies reflects a wider research trend, that is, many studies
on the behavior of firms suggest that the network of relationships existing among firms and the external environment can play an important role in shaping performance.
For instance, Rosenkopf and Nerkar explored the role
of boundary-spanning searches (Rosenkopf and Nerkar,
2001). They found that both organizational and technological boundaries inhibit subsequent technological evolution, and that the impact of explorative search is greatest
when the search spans both organizational and technological boundaries. Meanwhile, another study investigated
inter-organizational collaboration in the field of biotechnology, and assessed the contribution of collaboration
to learning and performance (Powell, et al., 1996). They
found that firms embedded in benefit-rich networks are
likely to have greater innovative performance. Two other
studies examined empirical research engaged in the open
innovation model and innovative performance (Feams, et
al., 2005; Nieto and Santamaria, 2007). In summary, all the
aforementioned studies point to the importance of firms’
open behavior in their search for innovative opportunities. These studies suggest that performance differences
between organizations can be ascribed to such behavior.

3. Hypotheses
Resource-based theory emphasizes the importance
of resource and capability of firms. For sustainable
competitiveness, firms should have their own resources
and capabilities that cannot be imitated by other firms.
This firm-specific ability is important as well as the
technological and managerial environment. Resources
include financial assets, manufacturing equipment, brand
name, technological knowledge, marketing knowhow, and

managing skill of organization. Capabilities refer to special
abilities of efficiently managing, utilizing, and increasing
firm-specific resources.
The more firm-specific resources and capabilities a firm
has, the more valuable the firm is than its competitors.
Therefore, firms that have competitive resources can enter a new market easily. Using these resources and capabilities, firms have advantages in entering the market and
gaining more profit (Dierickx and Cool, 1989; Wernerfelt,
1984; Barney, 1991). The research model is shown below.
Resources
Human
Technology

Performance

Fixed- Assets
Process
Searching
Absorbing
Openness

!

Capabilities
Figure 2. Research Model

3.1 Resources
Intangible assets cannot be clearly defined because of its
large scope and scale in various industry sectors. Grant
(1991) defines intangible assets as technological capital,
human capital, reputational capital, and organizational capital. Technological capital is an important element for
a firm’s competitive advantage as a knowledge-intensive
intangible asset. Intangible assets are composed with tacit
components, and thus it is hard to imitate and transfer.
This high specificity and complexity makes it difficult to
find a decision factor (Kogut and Zander, 1993).
Levy and Terleckyj (1983) examined the effects of firm’s
productivity by technology innovation. They measured
technology innovation efforts by the number of patents,
R&D intensity per sales, and R&D human resource ratio.
These variables related positively to firm’s productivity.
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Taking into account the difficulty in gathering information
about the number of R&D employees, this present research will use human resource as a ratio of all number
of employees and firm’s fixed-assets. If a firm’s human resource variable is larger than other firms, then they will
share and generate innovative ideas more than other firms.
Hypothesis 1: Human resource relates positively to
financial performance.
Research and development are main drivers for economic
growth. A firm’s technological advance is a result of R&D
investment efforts. R&D expenditure is the expense used
for making new products and services, and investigating
the market. Many technology based firms use large R&D
expenditure to satisfy customers and to make new products. R&D expenditure is used for product improvement
as well as process improvement.
Hirschey and Weygandt (1985) studied the effects of R&D
activities in the capital market. They found that R&D investment relates positively to capital market. Chan et al.
(1990) examined 96 listed companies to compare their
R&D activities with their firm’s value from 1979 to 1989.
R&D expenditures relate positively to the firm’s value.
They point out that this phenomenon happens more in
the high technology industry. Szewczyk et al. (1996) also
claims R&D activities relate positively to the value of the
firm from his data of 252 companies from 1979 to 1992.
They propose that principle positive factors are R&D expenditure, liabilities ratio, and public investor’s stock ratio.

expectation of the compensation to CEO. Cho (1989) and
Agrawal and Mandelker (1986) also assert that a firm’s capital expenditure relates positively to CEO stock ratio.
Hypothesis 4: Stock possession ratio of special
stockholders (i.e., family members or relatives) relates
positively to business performance.
3.2 Capabilities
Qian (2002) found that a firm’s globalization relates positively to sales ratio. He analyzed small and medium companies in the U.S. Many other studies show that internalization relates positively to a firm’s value (Miller & Pras,
1980; Buhner, 1987; Danniels & Bracker, 1989; Geringer
et al., 1989; Tallman & Li, 1996; Qian, 2002). Ramsawamy
(1993) used the number of branches abroad as a determinant of internalization level. Contractor et al. (2003),
on the other hand, applied mixture index for measuring
internalization. Mixture index is composed of foreign
sales ratio, foreign employee ratio, and ratio of foreign
branches.
Hypothesis 5: The searching capability of technology
relates positively to firm’s financial performance.

Intangible assets are important to a firm’s innovative capacity. However, if there are not enough tangible assets to
make products for innovation, it is impossible to make a
profit. Therefore, basic manufacturing process and equipment will enhance a firm’s value. This study adopts fixed-assets as tangible assets. Kim and Lyn (1987) measured fixedassets as capital intensity, ratio of fixed-assets and sales.

Branch (1974) examined the relationship between firm
benefit and R&D expenditure. He claims that current
R&D expenditure relates positively to a firm’s future cash
flows. He used the number of patents as the firm’s R&D
variable to examine the accounting profit ratio by a multiple regression model. Levy and Terleckyj (1983) found
that new product development and technology innovation is related to firm productivity. They used the number
of patents, R&D expenditure ratio per sales, and R&D
employees ratio as independent variables. This present
research confirms that the number of patents, R&D intensity, and R&D human resource relates positively to
firm productivity from 2.0% to 2.4%. In this present study, the firm’s absorbing research variable is calculated by
the number of existing patent applications since the two
years from the event date of technology transfer.

Hypothesis 3: Fixed-assets relate positively to financial
performance.

Hypothesis 6: The absorbing capability of technology
relates positively to firm’s financial performance.

Alchian and Demsetz (1972) and Jensen and Meckling
(1976) claim that if stock ratio of CEO is getting high, then
R&D activity for the future will increase because of the

Feams, Looy, and Debackere examined the relationship
between openness and innovative performance in the
Belgian manufacturing sector, while Nieto and Santama-

Hypothesis 2: Technology resource relates positively to
financial performance.
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ria surveyed Spain’s manufacturing industry (Feams and
Looy, 2005; Nieto and Santamaria, 2007). These two
empirical studies found that a firm’s openness, in terms
of its innovating procedures, is related positively to its
innovative performance. However, both studies used an
all perceptual data set. The variables used in this present
study are adopted from these previous researches as control variables. The new variable of openness is the R&D
outsourcing ratio.
Hypothesis 7: The opening capability on technology
relates positively to firm’s financial performance.

4. Data and Descriptive Statistics

transfer announcements. Financial statements reveal a
firm’s assets, sales, number of employees, R&D expenditure, and their status of share holder and foreign branches. This data is very useful for analyzing of resources
and capability of firm.
The Worldwide Intellectual Property Search (WIPS),
an intellectual property information service company in
South Korea, is one of the most important data sources
for patents. It offers worldwide patent search online, a patent information search, and an analysis consulting service.
WIPS service provides the international IP community (Korea, US, Japan, European Patent, WIPO PCT Publications,
Global Patent, International Patent Document Center,
and China) with access to over 100 million patent records.

4.1 Data
The data for the analysis were drawn from three different
sources. The first is the Korea Exchange (KRX) which
was created through the integration of the three existing
Korean spot & futures exchanges, Korea Stock Exchange,
Korea Futures Exchange, and KOSDAQ (Korea Securities
Dealers Automated Quotations), under the Korea Stock
& Futures Exchange Act. The securities and future markets of former exchanges are now operated as business
divisions of the KRX including the Stock Market Division,
KOSDAQ Market Division, and Derivatives Market Division. As of November 2009, the KRX had over 1,700
listed companies with a combined market capitalization
of over $1 trillion. It had normal trading sessions from
09:00am to 03:00pm on all days of the week except Saturdays, Sundays and holidays declared in advance. The KRX
database shows which firms have received a warning and
the industry sector of the listed company, KOSPI (Korea
Composite Stock Price Index by the Stock Market Division) or KOSDAQ. Since the requisite to be listed under
KOSDAQ is less strict than KOSPI, small and medium
companies are usually listed under KOSDAQ.
The second database source is from the Data Analysis,
Retrieval, and Transfer System (DART) in South Korea.
This is an electronic disclosure system that allows companies to submit disclosures online, in which such disclosures immediately become available to investors and other
users. This disclosure includes firm’s financial statements,
public announcements (especially pertaining to technology transfer and obtaining patents), and other important
information for stock holders. This present study gathered data mainly from financial statements and technology

From a total sample of 782 events of technology transfer
and cooperation from 1999 to 2009, the first subsample
of 576 events was chosen after excluding companies listed
before 2001 and after 2008. This first subsample was used
for overall status of technology transfer and cooperation.
The second subsample of 361 events was selected after
excluding poor-condition firms and licensing-out firms.
4.2 Descriptive Statistics
Figure 3 shows the change in the number of licensing-in
from 2001 to 2008 in South Korea. The number is decreasing as time passes. KOSDAQ companies tend to
have more licensing-in than KOSPI companies. This may
be attributed by the fact that small and medium companies listed their stocks under KOSDAQ. This graph shows
that SMEs use licensing-in strategy more than large companies because of their insufficient resources. For the
same reason, large companies which have more resources and capabilities tend to license-out to other companies. Figure 4 indicates KOSPI companies have a greater
number of licensing-out except in year 2002. The number
of licensing-in decreased and the number of licensing-out
maintained, which means that the ability of technology in
South Korea increased. Technological cooperation graph
of Figure 5 also shows the similar tendency of licensing-out.
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!
Figure 3. Licensing-In

!
Figure 4. Licensing-Out

!
Figure 5. Technological Cooperation
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Table 1 displays the descriptive results of the number
of firms, means, standard deviations, and the minimums
and maximums of each type of variable. This overview
is important in understanding the characteristics of each
industry being evaluated.
In terms of human resource, the pharmaceutical sector
is the highest ranked, while the chemical sector is the
lowest ranked. The IT & semiconductor industry has a
very high technology resource. This serves as evidence
that IT & semiconductor companies tend to spend a lot of
money on R&D, a reflection of the fact that South Korea
is home to major semiconductor companies such as Samsung and Hynix. The pharmaceutical industry has a high
level of fixed-assets resource. In terms of capabilities, the
pharmaceutical industry is the highest ranked on absorbing and opening capability. This serves as evidence that
the pharmaceutical sector tend to conduct self-R&D and
outsource. The mechanical industry is the highest ranked
in the searching capability.
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics
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5. Model
5.1 Dependent Variable
For measuring a firm’s performance, this research considers the increased sales ratio. There are many variables
to measure the value of firms, including sales ratio, net
profit, and stock price at a certain date. Lee et al. (1998)
uses the sales ratio compared with the next year to measure the venture company’s performance. He calculates
the change ratio of performance during the 18 months after the date of cooperation. Coviello and Munro’s (1995)
research on the relationship of firm internationalization
and performance also uses the increased sales ratio to
measure firm growth as a dependent variable. Sougiannis
(1994) found that R&D activity relates positively to a firm
value, especially when a firm value reaches its peak after
3 years since the initial R&D. This present study measures
increased sales ratio as a performance of the firm between the event year and the next year. Following Sougiannis’ research, this study modified the dependent variable
to 2 years increased sales ratio, under the assumption
that the performance of technology transfer will have a
faster return benefit than self-R&D activity.
5.2 Independent Variables
This present research uses four variables as determinants
of resources. Intangible assets cannot be clearly defined
because of its large scope and scale in various industry
sectors. Grant (1991) defines intangible assets as technological capital, human capital, reputational capital, and
organizational capital. Intangible assets are composed
of tacit components, thus making it difficult to imitate
and transfer. This high specificity and complexity makes
it difficult to find a decision factor (Kogut and Zander,
1993). Levy and Terleckyj (1983) examined the effects of
firm productivity by technology innovation. They measured technology innovation efforts by the number of patents, R&D intensity per sales, R&D human resource ratio. These variables relate positively to firm productivity.
Because of the difficulty in gathering information about
the number of R&D employees, this research considers
the human resource as the ratio of all number of employees and firm’s fixed-assets. If the human resource ratio is
larger than other variable ratios, there will be an increase
in sharing and generating innovative ideas.

Cohen and Klepper found that research and development
activity relates positively to firm performance (Cohen
and Klepper, 1996). Baldwin and Hanel found that R&Dintense companies received a net profit per sales raise
of 63% (Baldwin and Hanel, 2003). R&D intensity is used
as a technology resource variable. Technology is calculated by dividing total R&D expenditure by sales. Fixedassets ratio is defined as the ratio between fixed-assets
and sales. Kim and Lyn (1987) adopted fixed-assets ratio
as the capital intensity. Process is defined as the special
stockholder’s stock possession ratio. A special stockholder is a family member or relative. Alchian and Demsetz
(1972) and Jensen and Meckling (1976) claim that if stock
ratio of CEO increases, then R&D activity for the future
will increase because of the growth in compensation and
firm’s market value. Cho (1989) and Agrawal and Mandelker (1986) assert that firm’s capital expenditure relates
positively to CEO stock ratio.
Determinants of capabilities consist of three variables.
Searching capability is a dummy variable; it takes the value
of 1 if the firm has a branch or R&D center in a foreign
country, otherwise it takes the value of 0. Ramsawamy
(1993) and Contractor et al. (2003) used the number of
branches in foreign countries to measure the internationalization level. Absorbing capability is defined as the
number of existing application of patents for 2 years from
the event date. Many studies have used patent information to measure and analyze technological innovation and
firm performance (Albert et al., 1990; Brockhoff, 1992;
Harshoff et al., 1999; Pilkington, 2004). Openness is defined as R&D outsourcing value divided by R&D expenditure. If one looks at the category of R&D activity on each
company’s report on DART, one can find the amount of
outsourcing fee with other numbers of R&D expenditure.
Meanwhile, openness value is total R&D expenditure divided by outsourcing fee. It refers to the size and value of
R&D outsourcing, or how dependent the company is on
others for its R&D.
5.3 Control Variables
The size of firms is a typical variable in studies of innovation because larger firms have greater ability and strategic
freedom than smaller firms (Hagedoorn and Duysters,
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2002). Company size is measured by two variables: capital
and number of employees. Capital is the number of total
capital in the event year, while the number of employees
refers to the company’s roster of full-time employees
(Yeoh and Roth, 1999). In addition, this study uses five
dummy variables for the industry type to indicate whether the firms belong to the mechanical, consumer, pharmaceutical, chemical, and IT & Semiconductor industry.

effects of capabilities (searching, absorbing, and openness)
on technology resources.

6. Results

On the other hand, the results for the capabilities
variables suggest that the searching and absorbing
variables can augment business performance, except for
openness capability. The openness capability even shows
a negative effect on firm performance, but the effect is
not significant. This research used multiple variables to
test a financial performance by capabilities, and assumed
that three capabilities can affect the technology resource.
The multiple variables are calculated by multiplying
the technology resource variable by each of the three
capabilities variables (searching, absorbing, and openness).
The controlling effect of capabilites has a significant
positive effect on firm value.

Multiple regression analysis was used to test the hypotheses. In step 1, the control variables were entered into the
regression equation. In step 2, both the control and independent variables of resources were entered. In step 3,
the control, resources variables and capabilities variables
were entered. In step 4, the control, resources variables,
capabilities variables, and the controlling effect variables
(multiply ‘technology’ variable by each of capabilities variables) were entered. The effect of the human, technology, fixed-assets, and process were found in step 2. Step
4 asks for confirmation of the hypothesis of controling

The main analysis (Table 2) shows that the human, technology, and fixed-assets resources have a positive effect on
business performance. Among the resource variables, technology and fixed-assets are highly significant. However, the
process variable negatively affects the increased sales ratio.

Table 2. Results of Regression Analysis (Total)
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The main analysis (Table 2) shows that the human,
technology, and fixed-assets resources have a positive
effect on business performance. Among the resource
variables, technology and fixed-assets are highly significant.
However, the process variable negatively affects the
increased sales ratio.
On the other hand, the results for the capabilities
variables suggest that the searching and absorbing
variables can augment business performance, except for

openness capability. The openness capability even shows
a negative effect on firm performance, but the effect is
not significant. This research used multiple variables to
test a financial performance by capabilities, and assumed
that three capabilities can affect the technology resource.
The multiple variables are calculated by multiplying
the technology resource variable by each of the three
capabilities variables (searching, absorbing, and openness).
The controlling effect of capabilites has a significant
positive effect on firm value.

Table 3. Results of Regression Analysis (Large Enterprise)

Table 4. Results of Regression Analysis (SMEs)
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The results of Table 3 and 4 show that there is a difference between SMEs (Small and Medium Enterprises) and
Large Enterprises. In large enterprises, fixed-assets and
the process variables have a significant positive effect on
the increased sales ratio. In SMEs, technology and fixed-

assets variables have a significant positive effect on the
value of firms. Regarding the controlling effect, there are
clear differences. The searching capability on technology
is more important to large companies than to SMEs. Absorbing and openness capabilities have a positive controlling effect on the performance significantly on SMEs.

Table 5. Results of Regression Analysis (Domestic)

Table 6. Results of Regression Analysis (Foreign)
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The analysis (Table 5 and 6) shows the results of regression
by domestic and foreign technology transfer contracts. In
domestic contracts, technology and fixed-assets variables
relate positively to firm value. However, human resource
has a positive effect on the performance in technology

transfer with foreign countries. The results of Table 7 and
8 are divided by licensing-in and technological cooperation. Fixed-assets resource is important when companies
have technological contracts for licensing in. The technology resource variable can affect to business performance
positively when they have technological cooperation.

Table 7. Results of Regression Analysis (Licensing-In)

Table 8. Results of Regression Analysis (Technological Cooperation)
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7. Discussion and Conclusions
Table 9 and 10 show the results of summarized regression
models. The number of stars refers to the degree of effectiveness of resources and capabilities. The human, technology, and fixed-assets resources have a positive effect
on increased sales ratio, but the process resource has no
effect. The human resource is the core resource of firms.
All kinds of works are started by a firm’s human resource.
There is no doubt human resource is the best resource
a firm can have. A sample of this research is the contract
of technology transfer. The technology resource moves

each other companies on technology transfer. Even if a
firm acquires technologies from other firms, the ability of
its own technology assets is very important. The acquired
technology can be used as another type of technology or
be modified as an advanced technology when the firm has
enough inner technology capacity. Fixed-assets include
products manufacturing line, the size of plants, and R&D
equipments. A large fixed-assets ratio means that the capability of production and research is sufficient enough to
help the firm’s innovation system.

Table 9. Impacts of Resources

Table 10. Impacts of Capabilities
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Capabilities to manage technologies are all important
for business benefit. Searching, absorbing, and openness
capabilities have a significant positive effect on firm value. Companies using technology transfer usually acquire
their innovation from either domestic or foreign country.
Greater searching ability will yield more innovative sources. The firm with a branch in a foreign country will more
easily find various, powerful and unique target technology.
Making one’s own technology from adopted technologies
refers to absorbing ability of a firm. It indicates that the
firm has its own research and development abilities and
that it can make, modify, and advance acquired technologies from other firms. Many of Korean firms started their
initial business from imitating technologies from American

or Japanese companies, but did their best in advancing the
imitated technology. Thus, a firm with self-R&D ability
will gain more profits. The variable of openness refers to
a firm’s tendency toward external companies. Technology information is a sensitive issue where confidentiality is
crucial for firms. If a firm does not want to share their technology, they will only conduct R&D activities internally.
However, sharing ideas and information on technologies
give more leeway to innovative and unique thinking. Also,
it can be profitable to outsource technologies in the firm’s
weaker or non-core areas of research. This openness capability is the best example of an open innovation model.
Technology transfer companies that have more openness
tendency will be more successful.

Table 11. Strategies of Technology Transfer Companies

Based on the results, several strategies can be derived
for technology transfer companies (Table 11). Under
the resource-based view, the firm should invest in R&D
activities as well as fixed-assets, which is a manufacturing
property, and R&D equipments. Robust human resource
makes more value on innovative thinking; therefore, if a
firm wants to have technological cooperation with other
firms, it should check to see if its technology resources
are good enough. Under the capability-based view,
reinforcement of inner R&D is more important in case of
SMEs and under technological cooperation. Also, a firm
should make a branch or R&D center in foreign countries,
internalize imported and shared technologies into the firm,
and outsource technologies in the firm’s weak area of R&D.

These strategies can also be used for national R&D policies. The policy maker or national institute supporting
SMEs can help them grow their resources and capabilities.
Sending a specialist from large companies and national institutes is a good way to improve a firm’s human resource.
Encouraging technology transfer from universities and national institutes can also be helpful to provide the power
of technology. From the searching capability view perspective, in order to gain ideas and information on foreign
countries, the government can use national association,
such as KOTRA (Korea Trade Association).
Although this research has found that some resources
and capabilites can positively affect financial performance, the sample is not representative of countries other
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than South Korea. Secondly, these findings may not be
applicable to economic sectors other than those in this
study. Additionally, though this research examined the
relationships between many independent variables and
increased sales ratio, it ignored the time lag that often
occurs in technology transfer. This research suggest that
future researchers examine technology transfer companies in other countries such as the United States, Europe
and Japan, and take into account the effects of technology
transfer effectiveness time lag.
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